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Teaching Design in visual basic 
programming environments using the 
NEADT 3 rapid application design tool 
William A. Newman 
University of Ne\'ada/Las Vegas 
ABSTKACT 
Although program design and documentation tools have existed for over 30 years, virtu­
ally no tools other than the Task-Object-Event (TOE) chart have been created for teaching 
program design in the event-driven object-oriented language environment. This paper discusses 
the NEADT3 (Newman-Ekedahl Application Development tool) applied to the Visual Basic 6.0 
language. NEADT 3 Significantly extends the commonly used TOE model in teaching program­
ming by providing more concise and correct design and documentation of Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) student programs. 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the past 30 years, many tools have been developed for planning and documenting both 
programs and complete applications. One of the first concise development and design tools was 
NCR's Accurately Defined systems (ADS) developed in the late 1960s. The more modem com­
mon public tools are prograin flowcharts. Data Flow Diagrams, Gantt Charts, Critical Path 
Method (CPM), Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), Structure Charts, Decision 
Trees, structured walk-through. Data Modeling, Cluery Analysis, Computer Aided Software En­
gineering (CASE), prototyping, and hundreds of proprietary products and methodologies from 
dozens of vendors. All of these tools were, in one way or another, constructed to help the pro­
grammer to: 
1. Write programs that are correct. A program that does not accomplish what it is constructed 
to do is functionally worthless. The program may have some value if it performs most of the 
things it is required to perform but if a program inadvertently performs unwanted activities 
like cormpting elements of a database, then very serious consequences for both the pro­
grammer and anyone the programmer may be working for will quickly appear. 
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2. Write programs that are understandable. Programs that are impossible for anyone but the 
original programmer to understand are very dangerous. In any fairly large business, the 
author of a particular program will rarely be the individual called on to maintain the prod­
uct. This is especially true in today's Rapid Application Development (RAD) environment 
where the whole idea is to be able to quickly improve programs and respond rapidly to the 
needs of the firm. 
3. Write programs that are easy to change. Programs that can be understood but are impos­
sible or difficult to modify are equally useless for the same reasons discussed above. Visual 
Object-Oriented languages, especially where the visual interface is concerned, excel in be­
ing easy to modify to the demands of the user. 
4. Write programs that are written efficiently. The language used to construct the program 
must be powerful enough to remove many of the micro-tasks that formerly concerned the 
programmer. Before the advent of object languages, the programmer reinvented the wheel 
with almost every program. By reusing code, using methods (prewritten named code blocks) 
that are simple to understand and use but in reality may be quite complex, using objects that 
are either provided by the programming language vendor, exposed as system objects or by 
third parties that can be easily configured to solve a variety of problems, the programmer 
becomes vastly more productive and efficient. 
5. Write programs that execute efficiently. Even though the typical program user has tremen­
dous computing power on their desktop, new operating Systems, running many programs 
simultaneously and the sheer amount of program code that new software is required to 
execute to provide the vast improvement on capabilities while providing simpler user inter­
faces make it imperative that today's programs still must coexist happily and not degrade 
the user's machine (Phiillippakis & Kazmier, 1983). 
RAD Environment Tools Today 
Surprisingly, few generalized non-vendor tools have been developed for teaching program 
construction and documentation for today's Rapid Application Development environment. The 
common tools today consist of psuedocode, an interface drawing, and the Task-Object-Event 
chart (TOE) (Zak, (1998). Pseudocode simply describe the task(s) that the program should ac­
complish in standard English. By design, pseudocode should not be written towards any specific 
programming language but rather it provides a means for the programmer to think out loud while 
capturing the essence of the program's requirements. An interface drawing is a hand drawn (or 
using the graphical language interface itself) description of what the user will see when the 
program is running. The interface design allows the programmer to create a model that describes 
how the user will interact with the program while suggesting the objects that will be used to 
perform the tasks and their placement on the screen. A TOE chart is a simple three column chart 
that describes the task the program should perform, the Object(s) used to accomplish the task, 
and the event(s) that will cause the objects and any associated code to execute. These tools are 
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useful in constructing simple programs and applications, however, they tend to ignore important 
sections of the design process like how errors are handled in the program, program references, 
and program construction details like Object names and the flow of various user interface forms 
during the running of the program or application. 
Desienine Ohiect-Oriented/Event-Driven Pro^ams Using NEADT 3 
The authors have been teaching programming collectively for over 25 years. We began 
using Visual Basic 2.0 in 1993 and followed with VB3.0, VB4.0, VB 5.0, and VB 6.0 using a 
wide variety of text and reference books. Virtually all of these materials used the TOE chart as 
the sole means of design for student programs. TOE charts, while being conceptually simple, 
provide the student with virtually no way to conce])tualize a problem, document objects, describe 
interface control or specify calls and error handling. In an attempt to provide a more concise 
design tool while maintaining simplicity for the student the NEADT form set was developed. In 
searching for a template-based solution, the authors created a seven-form system, similar to a 
popular template system designed in the mid-1960s by NCR Corporation and knows as Accu­
rately Defined Systems (ADS) (Couger, 1973). ADS featured specific data element references 
and reference linking using five forms for defining outputs, inputs, computational logic, history 
definition, and decision tables. 
The NEADT model loosely follows Coad's four activity Object-Oriented Methodology 
Standard Sequence (Coad, North, & Mayfield, 1995; Norman, 1996) by specifying function, 
data, and behavior. NEADT 3 is the successor to NEADT 1 and NEADT 2. NEADT 1 was 
introduced as an appendix to the text, MS Visual Basic 4.0 for Windows. NEADT 2 was an 
upgrade from NEADT 1 focusing on changes suggested by instructors and students using the 
test. The primary changes in NEADT 2 revolve around the differentiation of coded and non-
coded objects by allowing the designer to only document coded object in detail. NEADT 3 incor­
porates numerous additional changes in addition to a form that specifies data use. Like most other 
program design tools, NEADT follows a standard set of steps (known as a methodology). This 
methodology is conceptually simple for students and consists of steps in one of six levels that the 
designer may wish to accomplish before moving on to the next level. Some steps are required 
while others are optional depending on the application requirements. Overall, NEADT attempts 
to involve the student in a whole-orientation to the problem at hand (Gorla, 1997-98). The steps 
and forms used to design, create and document an application using NEADT are detailed below. 
USING NEADT 3 
First, using any design and documentation tool requires the programmer to completely 
understand the problem and what data is needed to solve it. The conceptual Input-Output-Pro-
cessing model often helps the beginning programmer to visualize the true nature of the problem. 
After the IPO thought process has taken place, the programmer begins the NEADT methodology 
by breaking the problem down in English to the macro task(s) that must be accomplished and 
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any sub-tasks that also can be decomposed out of the general problem using the NEADT Level 1 
Pseudocode Abstract sheet(s) (Figure 1). This can be done either freehand or by using one of the 
MS word templates available from www.course.com. 
Figure 1. Level 1 Project IPO Pseudocode Abstract 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 1 Project IPO Pseudocode Abstract 
Project Name: 
Software Version: 
Designer/Programmer: Date: 
Project IPO Pseudocode 
Module List— Legend bas = general bas module; frm = form module; els = class module 
Name Type Name Type 
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Figure 2 shows the Level 2 form that documents the data sources and data output of the 
application. The form has two sections, one for database documentation and one for traditional 
file structures. This form, like the other form, allows the student to add or delete sections of the 
template based on the problem being documented. 
Figure 2. Level 2 Data Sources/Data Output 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 2 Data Sources/Data Output 
Database Specification 
Database Name: Database Location: 
Database Type: Password: Y N 
Schema/Subschema: Table/Query Name: 
Field .Nam. Tipe n\S,\) Valid Data 
V .... - <• 
File/Record Specification 
File Name: File Location: 
File Tvpe ('sez..md.binl: FixedA^ariable Length: FV 
Record Size: 
Field Name T>|»e (T.N..\) CoRfents | Valid Data 
" , 
1 
Next, using the Level 1 pseudocode task list with the starting Module List, the programmer 
designs the program interface screen(s) depicting how they should look to the user. This can be 
accomplished using the Level 3 Interface Design chart (Figure 3) or, more commonly, using the 
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programming environment itself to arrange objects on the screen that will be used to accomplish 
the macro and micro tasks. This step requires one interface screen design for each user interface 
(form) in the Project). An object count for each form is also included. This interface design can 
also serve as a prototyping tool. 
Figure 3. Level 3 User Interface Design 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 3 User Interface Design 
Project Name: Date: 
Form Name: Designer/Programmer: 
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Level 4 is broken into two sections. The Level 4.1 Object Event Analysis form (Figure 4), 
documents each coded class in the project, its task description and whether any error handling is 
required. It also details task types like calls to other procedures with references and property 
settings for the form object. The interface documentation continues with the same details for all 
interface objects contained by the form including any exposed objects that are used in the appli­
cation. 
Figure 4. Level 4.1 Coded Object Event Analysis 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 4.1 Code Object Event Analysis 
Project Name: Designer/Progi-airaner: Date: 
Class/Class Name: 
Form (frm) 
User Control (ctl) 
Property Page (pag) 
Active X Doc (doc) 
Class Moodule (els) 
Task Analysis and Breakdown: 
Legend: Task types: P = Property Setting, C = Call Procedure, M = Call Method 
Class Name Design Time Property Settings 
Event Task Description Error 
Hand. 
Task 
Type 
Calls/ 
Used 
C 
u 
(continued) 
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Figure 4 (continued) 
Object Name(s)/Type Design Time Property Settings 
Event Task Description Error 
Hand. 
Task 
Type 
Calls/ 
Used 
C 
u 
Object Name(s)/Type Design Time Property Settings 
Event Task Description Error 
Hand. 
Task 
Type 
Calls/ 
Used 
C 
U 
General Form Tasks 
Event Task Description Error 
Hand. 
Task Calls/ 
Type Used 
C 
u 
Revision History 
Date Revision Note Aflfected Procedures 
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Figure 5 documents the Non-Coded Objects of an interface like Labels which typically are 
not renamed from default names and are not referred to by the program. In NEADT 1, both the 
coded and non-coded objects were contained on the same form. The forms were separated be­
cause it was found that students naturally segregated objects by coded use and coded objects 
usually have more characteristics to document. Tlie resulting two forms are logically simpler and 
easier to use. 
Figure 5. Level 4.2 Non-Codled Object Event Analysis 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 4.2 Non-Coded Object Event Analysis 
Project Name: Date 
Form Name: Designer/Progranuner: 
Non Coded Objects 
(Ibl/txt/chk/dat/fra/img/opt/pic/sha) 
Object Type Object Name Design-Time Settings 
Revision History 
Date Revision Note Affected Procedures 
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Usitlg the LSvhl 3 Sh^ed h/lbdule Analysis (has) form (Figure 6), shared general rnodules 
of code are documented as they were in Level 4.1. Along with this information, code revision 
history is documented since this code may be library based nand reusable. There is also a notation 
for other procedures that may be affected by revisions to this code. 
Figure 6. Level 5 Shared Module Analysis (has) 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 5 Shared Module Analysis (has) 
Project Name: Date: 
Module Name: Designer/Programmer: 
Task Analysis and Breakdown: 
Legend: 
Task types: P = Property Setting, C = Call procedure, M = Call method 
General Procedure Tasks 
Name Task DesCHptibn Error 
Handi 
Task 
Type 
Calls/Uses C 
u 
Revision History 
Date Revision Note Affected Procedures 
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Finally, the Level 6 Data Validation/Error ELesponse form (Figure 7) details any Object or 
procedure that will require code for data vaidation or error handling along with any revision 
history. 
Figure 7. Level 6 Data Validation/Error Response 
NEADT 3 Chart Level 6 Data ValidationyError Response 
Project Name: 
Module Name: 
Module Type (els, frm, ctl, pag, doc, has): 
Date: 
Designer/Programmer: 
Task Analysis and Breakdown: 
Object/Procedure 
Name 
Input Require­
ments/Validation 
Rule 
Erroir(s) 
Descri];)tion 
Error(s) Response 
Revision History 
Date Revision Note Affected Procedures 
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CONCLUSION 
The NEADT 1 tool was tested in the Fall of 1997 in two Visual Basic 5.0 classes with 
approximately 80 students. Generally, the tool worked well and helped to instill a sense of orderly 
design on the students. Three problems became evident when using the tools however. First, the 
tool did not differentiate between objects that contain no code and those objects that contain code 
requiring that all objects, even if only providing interface labeling, be documented. Normally 
objects without code do contain some non-standard properties like captions, fonts, etc., but do 
not require event triggers or other references. To solve this problem, one additional form was 
added to the existing five forms which allowed these objects to be documented easily outside of 
the Level 3 structure. The second problem found in testing the tool also involved the original 
Level 3 chart. Many objects with event code normally have a large number of design time non­
standard property settings and the Level 3 form has inadequate space to document these settings. 
Fixing this problem will involve a redesign of the Level 3 form to allow for many more settings. 
Finally, a seventh form was inserted after the pseudocode Level 1 form and the old Level 2 
interface form to allow the optional documentation of data sources and date uses. This resulted in 
a renumbering of the forms. 
In order to address the shortcomings of existing tools while maintaining simplicity, the 
Newman-Ekedahl Application Development Tool (NEADT) was developed as an extension to 
the TOE chart model tool and to provide a consistent documentation and design format for teach­
ing beginning vidual programming design. Since VG6 almost fully supports the Object model 
including classing and inheritance (via interfaces and delegation) and integrates advanced system 
object browsing, this tool helps to solve the serious shortcomings of existing basic design and 
documentation tools. 
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